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ABSTRACT 

Substantial strides have been made 'over the recent past in uncovering 

the role of many of the important factors that determine the physical 

mechanisms of high-temperature creep, but many significant details yet require 

clarification. The apparent activation energies for high-temperature creep 

of metals and dilute solid-solution alloys are independent of creep stress 

and strain. In general they are in good agreement with the activation energy 

of self diffusion. It has been firmly established that the rate is controlled 

by the rate of atom mobility and is proportional to the; diffusivity. The 

substructUral changes in creep are insensitive to the temperature and depend 

on the, time and stress. During steady-state creep the significant substructural 

details remain constant. ' The exponent of the stress dependence of the steady-

state creep rate has usually a value of about five, although many exceptions 

are known. 

A complete solution of the creep problem in all its generalities cannot 

yet be given. This is due to a lack of detailed knowledge of effects as such 

factors as modulus, grain size, stackin~fault energy, subgrain size and other 

substructural features, etc. When the temperature dependence of modulus is 

taken into account the true enthalpy of activation for creep in pure metals is 

in excellent agreement with the activation enthalpy for self-diffusion. The 

activation energy for creep does not depend on the jog energy or the stacking-

fault energy. Although some ,experimental observation suggests that the creep 

rate might increase with an increase in ,stacking-fault energy, this question is not 
. ,.~. 

yet satisfactorily resolved. Whereas the subgrain size decreases with increasing 
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stress it is not known how it depends on modulus or on the. stacking~fault 

energy or how it affects the creep rate. Recent evidence suggests that the 

effect of grain size on creep rate is relatively small. 

No satisfactory theoretical model exists for primary creep where the 

structure continually changes with time. Two kinds of models have been 

suggested for steady-state creep: the motion of jogged screw 

dislocations and the climb of edge dislocations. The screw dislocation models 
.. I 

I 

suffer from various handicaps, and major modifications are needed to obtain 

the correct activation energies and stress laws. The climb models appear to 

account more readily for the observed activation energies and stress laws for 

creep. However, some of the assumptions in several climb models, e.g., 

dis,location pile-ups, effectiveness of Lomer-Cottrell barrier!,!, etc., that have 

been used to,de'felop the stress laws are questionable. Furthermore, assumptions 

regarding constancy of dislocation sources independent of the stress level are 

. not very tenable . 

The eventual solution of the problem of steady-state creep will depend 

on a more intimate understanding of the formation, nature and recovery of the 

substructure. More complete empirical data are needed on the creep rates. Also 

more detailed and systematic investigations are needed on the substructures 

that are develope(l with specific emphasis on their significance to ,the creep 

mechanism. 

I. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Creep is the continuing' plastic deformation of materials when subjected 

to a constant stress. It has now been firmly established that creep of 

crystalline solids occurs as the result of thermally-activated migration of 

dislocations, grain boundary shearing, and diffusion of vacancies. It can 

take place at all temperatures above the absolute zero, Because of the. great 

versatility of dislocations and the numerous interactions they may undertake 

with one another, additional lattice defects, and various substructural details, 

a number of different dislocation mechanisms can control creep. At low 

temperatures, high intensity thermal fluctuations in energy are so infrequent 

that dislocations can surmount only the lowest energy barriers that impede their 

motion. As they pass over these they arrive at new and often higher energy 

barriers which they now surmount with an ever decreasing frequency; Consequently 

low-temperature creep is generally characterized by an ever diminishing creep 

rate. In this range the force acting on the dislocation assists therml 
, 

fluctuations in energy in pushing the dislocation over barriers. Consequently 

the energy required for activation decreases with increasing values of the 

stress; and therefore, for a given substructural state add a constant strain 

rate, the flow stress decreases with increasing temperature. 

At higher temperatures the thermal fluctuations needed to stimulate the 

low-energy mechanisms such as the cutting of repulsive trees, the nucleation 

of kink pairs, cross~slip, etc. becomes so frequent that such barriers to 

dislocation motion are no longer effective. A larger "apparent initial creep 

strain" is therefore obtained at higher temperatures. for the same applied stress. 

When these conditions prevail it might be expected that the creep would 
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rapidly approach immeasurably small rates as the gliding dislocations become 

arrested at higher energy barriers that might result from long-range stress 

fields, attractive junctions, etc. If, however, the temperature is above 

'-
about T /2,one-half of the melting temperature, creep nevertheless continues 
. m'" 

to take place despite the fact that glide dislocations now become arrested 

at, quite high energy ~arriers. In contrast, however, it is just at these 

high temperatures where creep continues ad infinitum until it is modified by 

such a~iliary phenomena as grain boundary fissuring, necking and grain 

boundary cavitation which lead to rupture. The significant observation to be 

made here is that at T /2 diffusion first becomes reasonably rapid. Above 
, m 

this temperature dislocations are known to acquire a new degree of freedom 

in their. motion; edge-components of dislocations are no longer confined to 

glide exclusively 'on their original slip planes and may climb to new planes. 

Although other suggestions have been made from time to time,. it seems inevitable 

that climb itself must necessarily play a role in any model for high-temperature 
. I 

I 

creep; it need not, however, be the rate';"controlling mechanism. For example 

if climb were extremely rapid and some glide processes much slower, creep 

might then take place in an almost fully climb-recovered substructure as 

controlled ,by a slow-glide mechanism. 

It is the objective 'of this p~per to evaluate the present status of 

experimental knowledge ,on the high-temperature creep of some' metals and alloys 
, 

with particular.reference to the significance of climb of dislocations. A 

number of reviews; symposia and monographs are now available on this as well 

, (l-13) as the ,much broader areas of interest in creep ,'. The viscous-creep 
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mechanism concerned with the stress-directed diffusion of vacancies in poly

crystalline aggregates, first described by Nabarro(14) and later further 

elabo~atedby -Herri~(15), ;ill not b~ considered here. Rather emphasis will 

be given to exaniples of creep ofa:oe.rse-grained metals under stresses where 

dislocation mechanisms contribute principally to the creep. Furthermore the 

creep of dispersed phases, as e.g. SAP, which often gives results that differ 

substantially from thoae usually obtained in single phase metals and therefore 

appears to be the result of special mechanisms, will also be omitted from 

-consideration. 

This report is presented in three maj or sections. The first will be 

concerned with the effects of the independent variables of stress and temperature 

on the creep rate and the possible influence of crystal structure, modulus of 

elasticity, stacking-fault energy and grain size on these data. In the second 

section emphasis will be given to a review of the major su~structural changes 

that attend high-temperature creep. And thirdly a summary will be presented on 

the theoretical implications of the known experimental facts relative to the 

validi ty __ of various proposed high-temperature creep mechanisms. 

-\ 

, 
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II. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR 

. 
The dependence of the creep rate, €., on the stress, d , and temperature, 

T, is basic to an understanding of creep. Any acceptable theory of creep must 

account well for all such reliable data. Several factors, however, serve 

to complicate the picture'. Frequently test materials are not adequately 

characterized relative to purity, grain size and other pertinent quantities. 

Good data require excellent control of the temperature and stress. In order 

to cover a wide range of stresses at a given constant temperature, some tests 

must be conducted over very long periods of times. As will be described later, 

the subgrain size developed at the secondary stage of creep, although indepen-

dent of the test temperature, depends on the stress. Consequently, the effect 

of stress; may not easily be separated from the effects of coincident sub-

structural changes. Furthermore the proportion of grain-boundary shearing 

to the total creep strain increases as the stress is lowered. Other factors 

such as crystal ,structure , moduli of elasticity, stacking-fault energy) 

diffusivity, etc. also require detailed consideration. 

A. Stress Law 

The effect of stress on the secondary creep rate will be emphasized 

here, first because there are more data in this area than others and secondly 

because most existing creep theories are concerned principally with the 

,,-nsecondary .. stage of creep. Although other empirical functions have been 

suggested, the secondary creep rate ,can usually be represented as a power 

of the stress according to 
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In general the exponent n is substantially constant over a wide range-

range of stress and temperature. At high stresses the secondary creep rate 

appears to increase more rapidly than that given by a constant value of n. 

Occasionally, at -quite low stress levels,(16,17) the secondary creep rate is 

somewhat higher than the value obtained by extrapolati.on of Eq. 1. In some 

metals this is believed to arise (:IT,_18) from the greater percentage of grain 

boundary shearing accompanying grain straining at such low stresses. 

As shown in Fig. 1 the values of n vary from about 3 to about 7 for 

various solid solution alloys and pure metals. Most frequently pure metals 

give values of 4.2 < n:< 6.9 which suggests (19) an average value of n = 5. 

(20,21) Some alloys (e. g. Al - Mg and Ni - Au ) exhibit values of n·~ 3 whereas 

others (22,23) (e.g. Fe - Si and Fe - AI) have values as high as about 6< n < 7. 

The observed variations -in 11 for metals .aPl'ear to bear rio sy-stematic 

relationship with crystal structure, grain size, or stacking-fault energy or 

any other .known factor. However the data for those alloys which give n~ 3 are 

.usually in fair agreement With Weertman's viscous glide theory. 

B. Apparent Activ.ationEnergies 

Since creep is a thermally-activated process, its temperature dependence 

must arise principally from an Arhenius type of expression. Early investigations ( 3 ) 

. revealed·that the temperature dependence was frequently given by the expression 

(2) 
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:: r 
with rather good accuracy. The apparent activation energy, Qc ' was shown to be 

insensitive to the stress; it was in very close agreement with the activation 

f If d · ff' lL M ' t' t . t ' (8 ~ 13) ha" , bl' energy or se ~ us~on, _~. ore recen ~nves ~ga ~ons ve ~nvar~a y 
t 

served to confirm the validity of Eq. 2, and to reaffirm the agreement of Q
c 

with 

C. Modulus of Elasticity 

When Eqs. 1 and 2 are combined the empirical relationship 

(3 ) 

results.' A' I, however, diffel"s,jgreatly from metal to metal. 
, (24) 

McLean and Hale 

, made the important observation that variation in A' amongst the various metals and 

alloys seems to depend systematically on their moduli of elasticity. They have 

shown that the correlation of secondary creep rates among the various metals 

and alloys is considerably improved when Eq. 3 is rewritten as 

(4 ) 

whereG is the shear modulus, of elasticity. Similarly Sherby(13,19) suggested 

the empirical relationship 

(5) 
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where D is the self diffusivity and E is young's modulus of elasticity, as 

a basis for correlating the secondary creep rates of metals. When the temperature 

variation of E was included, slightly improved correlations were obtained. 

Despite the virtues of Eq. 5, two major objections can be raised against 

it. First it is not dimensionally correct. In order to permit unbiased comparisons, 

the term preceeding the equality sign should be multiplied by the square of some 

significant length, which might have different values for the various metals. 

Secondly Eq. 5 is not wholly consistent with the requirements f6r thermally~ 

activated or diffusion-controlled mechanisms of creep. The driving 'force of any 

thermally-activated creep mechanism depends on a free-energy or chemical-potential 

gradient resulting from the applied stress or a local stress concentration. The 

insensitivity of the apparent activation energy to the stress merely reflects the 

fact that the usual exponential te~s; in the gradient expression reduce to the 

linear case. This suggests a relationship such as 

(6) 

for simple cases where the entropy is not a fuction of the temperature and where 

.ft is an activation volume and Hc is the activation entha1py,f:orcre~p; the shear 

stress, G"enters as a result of dislocation interactions. As will be shown, when 

the temperature variation of G is taken into consideration,H , using Eq.6, is in 
c 

e~cellent agreement with ~ for most of the available data on pure metals. 

emphasizes that high temperature creep is diffusion-controlled. 

This 

,,~ 
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The value of H is directly determinable from Eq. 6 or from the temperature . c 

sensitivity of the creep rate: 

LlkE + R 1m. 
ll(- rfT) 

Since high-temperature creep is diffusion-controlled, comparisons of 

the secondary creep rates might be based on 

. 
E.skT C8l 
DGb 

where the Burgers vector, b, is tentatively taken to be the significant dimension 

in either diffusion or deformation to provide the required dimensionless expression. 

The transition from Eq. 5 to Eq. 8 does not alter the significance of n, 

and chang~s only slightly the temperature effects. Nevertheless the change is 

not trivial when comparisons are made between various metal~ in an attempt to 

uncover what other facto~s might be involved in creep. 
1 

Eq. 8 is yet largely empirical and attempts only to systematize the effects of 

D, T, G· and b on the secondary creep rate. If other factors· are also pertinent, 

Eq. 8 will have to be reformulated so as to take thes·e factors· ihto appropriate 

consideration. 
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D. Comparison with Experimental Results 

A detailed evaluation of the nominal correlation of experimental data with. 

the trends suggested by Eq. 8 suffers a number of severe haridicaps: 

1. Few constant stress creep data are available oecause most tests have 

been conducted under constant load. 

2. Often creep data are obtained at temperatures below or above the 

temperature range where diffusion-controlled creep occurs, 

- 3. -Data on the" unrelaxed shear modulus of elasticity at high temperatures are 

often not- available. 

4, Data on selfdiffusivities are not always accurate. 

5. In some tests grain growth and even recrystallization took place at the 

higher test temperatures. These changes are known to produce abnormally 

high creep rates in instances where they have been observed. Occasionally 

investigators neglected to comment or even check on these possibilities 

when reporting their data. 

6. Precautions:~to;liIhit P9ssiDle errors due to high temperature oxidation were 

exercised in only a few cases. 

In general the test data used here (vide Tables .1 and iI) were obtained from 

constant-stress tests. The Mo, Ta, and some W Data, however, were obtained 

under constant-load conditions and then reported in terms of the true stress 

under steady-state conditions. The other W data were obtained from constant

load tests. The Ni data from reference M were obtained from constant-load tests 

whereas those from referenceK refer to constant-stress data. Similarly the Ag 

data from reference Q and S refer to constant -load tests whereas those given in 

reference R were obtained under constant stress. 

\.) 
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Table I. Summary of Mechanical Behavior 

Metal References for n H ,/:'Ttests* H , Graphical Method**" ~ • kT 
c ' c 2- wlien 

Creep Modulus Diffusion. H Data H '. Data DGb '-4 
Data Data Data c. Source c , Source a/G=2Xl0 

Al . A,B,C,D E F 4.4 34.0 C e4.o:;:2:g A 34.0 1.8 X 10-10 

34.0-0 . 9 

+0.4 B 

Cu G,H,D I J 4.8 48.4 G 50 ±2 G 47.1 1.3 X 10-12 

Au K I L 5.5 48 ±5 K 41. 7 2.6 X 10-12 

Ni K,M,N,D 0 ·f·; P 4.6 '66.5 N 66±4 M 66.8 3.7 X 10-12 

5.2 64 ±'6 K 

Ag Q,R,S,D I T -5.3 43 Q 40-60 Q 44.1 5.7 X 10-14 
I 
I--' 

1.1 X 10-11 
\>I 

Pb U,V W X -..\i'4.2 24.2±;?·SV U 24.2 I + 
, . 

Pt y w ztt 7.6 66±4 y 66.6 1.2 X 10-11 

Alpha Fe a,b ct d 6.9 63.0 a 60--64 *2.2 X 10-11 

Fe-4%Si .' t f 5.75 71.4 54.4 e c, e 

Ta g g h 4.2 114±l.t.. g 110±12. g 110.0 2.2 X 10-10 

Mo i,j k 1 4.3 -93 j 109*** i 92.2 5.0 X 10-12 

W k tt 5 .. 4':"6.2 .' 140.3 ~7 X 10-10 
m,n,o p 

B-Tl q w r 5.8 ,...21 q + -- q 20.0 5.1 X> 10-11 



Table I. Continued 

Metal References for n H ,AT te'sts* He' Graphical Method** ~ E: kT 
when c s 

Creep " Modulus . Diffusion H Data H 
--, 

Data DGb ' 
Data Data· Data c 

Source 
c 

Source a/G=2XIO-4 

Cl-TR. q ,w r 5.3 21,0 q 21±2 q ag.1' 2.1 X 10-12 

Cd 

Zn 

s t u 4.3 

v~w W x 6.1 

* H recalculated from /),T tests usingEq. 7b. 
c 

"' 

19±2 

21.6±1 

t 20.3 ± 0.2 s 19.1 *2.1 X 10-13 

w 24. 5±1. 5 v+w 24.3 4.0 X 10-13 

• n-l/ n ** lic estimated from EsTG (J vs. liT plot. 

*** Th h' 'tt . • TGn- l / n at four test temperatures; this is the only value of H that ere was muc 'sea er J.n £ a ,', c 
s 

could be assigned to fit within all four bands of scatter. 

j- G calculated from random Young "8' modulus values 1 

'j-'r D 'used in calculations is an average of experi1nentally determined values, as recommended by this 

reference. 
+ Data is too scattered to assign a value of H . * Extrapolated from higher stresses c 

Note: For the fcc metals AI, Cu, Au, Nt, and kg values of elastic compliances vs. temperature are available. 
For these metals the unrelaked sh,ear modulus G was. calculated from the relation G =j~ C

44 
(Cli "C~ ). The 

resulting value represents the isotropic shear modulus in the (Ill) Plane(25} and pr§vides'av~ry 
good approximation to the effective G for dislocations on the (Ill) plane according to anisotropic 
dislocation theory (see ref. y). For all five metals G varied linearly with temperature over the 
temperature range indicated in Table II. For the other metals analysed G was estimated from data on 
Young's'modulus E as a function of temperature and from the value of Poisson's ratio jJ at 20°C 
(obtained from ref. :Z;),according to the relation G = E/2 (l+ll). The Young's lllodulus values we,re 

I 
~ 
+:
I 

linearly extrapolated from lower temperatures when it was apparent'that rel8¥~tion,sh~(i unduly lowered their 
value. 

t.<: f 
~ ''<: 
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Table II. Pre-History of Creep Specimens 

Metal 
and 
Ref. 

Al(a) 
(A) 

Reported 
Purity 
in% and 
Impurities 
in ppm 

ThermOIriechanical 
History 
Prior to Testing 

99.995% Specimens 
20 Fe annealed at 
17 Cu 650°F for 
10 Si,2Mg ~ hr. 
6 Na + Ca 

Al(p) 99.996% 
(B) ,' __ '_ 

After machining 
of tensile speci
mens, 4 hour 
anneal at 500°C 

Cu(a) 
(G) 

99.99% 
40 Fe 
8 S, 6 Ag 
5 Ni 
4Pb 

Specimens 
initially 
cold-drawn 
rods; annealed 
. 1 hr In vacuum "2 • 
at 650°C 

Grain 
Size· 
(nun) 

0-.05 or 
1 - 3 

4 

0.03 

CU(b) 
(H) 

99.995% 
20 0 
8Ag 

Material hot-,l.O 

2 H 
2 Ca 

rolled, recrys
tallized, cold
rolled; annealed 
in air or H2 at 
10000C for 1 hr. 

Temperature 
Range for 
wh.ich H ,'!! ,R-. C-1) 

According to 
AT Tests 
T> 410°F '., 
Ref (C) 

. Temperature 
Range of 
Creep Tests 

'Used in 
Fig. 5-7 

500-1100oF. 
(260-593 0 C) 
400°F tests 
not used 

T > 210°C - ~-250--5500c. 
Ref( C) . Tests at 

150°C and 
200°C were 
not used 

T=700oC 
Ref(G) 

T=700oC 
Ref(G) 

700°C. 
Tests at 
T ~630oC 
not used 

700-950oC 

Testing 
Method 

Const. 
stress 
tensile 
tests 
in air 
Tensile 
testing 
in air 

Const. 
stress 
tensile 
tests 
in air 

Const. 
stress 
tensile 
tests 
in ~ 

.7" !I..": 

Comments 

Marked grain growth 
was observed in alu
minum tested at 900 
& 1100oF. 

Tests were run at a 
strain rate which 
increased systematically 
with specimen extension. 
Strain rate varied ,.,25% 
during course of tests; 
steady state creep 
stress increased about 
5%. To compensate for 
this variation, the 
steady-state stress was 
recorded at a constant 
value of strain, 6 = 0.4. 

° Tests made at T ~ 630 C 
r;tot included because d T 
tests showed He < HD • 
Grain growth probably 
occurred during testing. 

Tests made at tempera .. 
tures between 660-700oC 
were not included 
because recrystallization 
occurred during testing. 

I 
I-' 
\J1 
I 



Metal 
and 
Ref. 

Au 
(K) 

Ni(a) 
(M) 

Ni(b) 
(I( ) 

Ag(a) 
(Q) 

Reported 
Purity 
in % and 
Impurities 
in ppm 

99.99'/0 
<10 non
metallic 
<80 
metallic 

99.75% 
Principal 
impurity 
is Co; 
traces of 
Fe ,Mn, 
Mg,Al 

99.96% 
50 0 
10 S 
~100 C 
240 Co+ 

Cu+Fe 

99.95% 

If, .,:: 

Thermomechanical 
History Prior 
to Testing 

Table II. Continued 

Grain 
Size 
(rnm) 

Temperature 
Range for 
which H ~HD 
Accordigg to 
6T Tests 

Temperature 
Range of 
Creep Tests 
Used in 
Fig. 5-7 

Final heat-treat-- 0:47 T=8600c 
Ref. (Ie) 

860°C 
- 1. -~--ment2"hr:. at 
980~G 

As received mat
erial machined 
into tensile 
specimens; an
nealed 1 hr. at 
11500C under 
helium 

Final Heat-treat
ment: 10 hrs. at 
10100C 

Silver wire was 
annealed as re
ceived for thr. 
at 900°C 

0.33 T "> 750°C 
Ref. (N) 

0.22 T=820-940oc 
after Ref. (K) 
recrys-
tallization 

-~0.5 Little in
formation 
available. 
AT test at 
700°C in 
this invest
igation. 
Shows Hc~HD 

800-11000C 

860°C 

620-736°c 

Testing 
Method 

Const. 
stress 
compres
sion tests 
in air 
Const. 
load com
pression 
tests 

Comments 

Tests were made in 
air and helium. All 
800°C, 900°C tests 
were used; only tests 
performed in Heat 
11000C were used be
cause of extensive 
oxidation during test-
ing in air. 

Const. Nickel recrystallized 
stress several times before 
compres- minimum steady-state 
siontests creep rate was reach-
in air ed; values reported 

are for minimum €s 
after these recrystal
lizationperiods. 

Const. 
load 
tensile 
tests 
in air 

Grain size in silver 
unreported. Alloys 
containing 0.2 and 
0.3 atomic percent 
Mg annealed under 
identical conditions 
res ulted in grain 
size of 0.5mm. 

~'. ~ 

I 
f-' 
0\ 
I 
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Table II. continued 

Metal 
and 
Ref. 

Reported 
Purity 
in%and 
Impurities 
in ppm 

Thermomechanical 
History Prior 
to Testing 

Grain 
Size 
(mm) 

Temperature 
Range for 

.. which Hc~HD 
According to 
6.T Tests 

Temperature 
Range of 
Creep Tests 
Used i~ . 
Fig. 5 ... 7 , 

Ag{bT--- 99.~Wire, cold.:...------ a-.aIr- same as --600°C 
. (R) <300 drawn from above 

metallic 0.06" to 0.02" 
__ impurities dia. ,annealed 

in H2 at 700°C 
under 70 psi load 
for 1/2 hr. 

Aged)· 99.99"9J wire spec-imer.is- ~0'-03 same as -545~-59-0-oC 

(S) annealed in above 
vacu'l!lll at T> 
testing temp-
erature. Spe-
cimens tested 
with either a 
clean or slightly 
oxi.d:tzed surface. 

Al(c) 99.996% Anneal 1 hr. at 1.0 
(D) Cu, Fe, 550°C in vacuum 

Mg 

Cu(c) 99.96% Anneal 1 hr. at 0.6 Same as 
(D) 10 each 975°C in vacuum Previously 

Al, Ni, Listed 
Mg, 0 

.. 

Ni(ti) 99.99% Anneal 1 hr. at 0.4 
(D) 11000C in 

vacuum 

Ag(c) 99.992% Anneal 1 hr. at 0.7 I 

(D) 80 Cu 850°C in vacuum 

358&418°C 

674&775°C 

978°c· 

591&680oc 

Testing 
Method 

Const. 
stress 
tensile 
tests in 
air 

Tensile 
tests in 
vacuum. 
under. a 
single 
const. 
load. 

Const. 
stress 
tensile 
tests in 
vacuum 

,,: " 

Comments 

Data reported as 
strain rate vs. time. 
Only tests in which a 
steady state creep 
rate was reached were 
considered. Tests 75, 
76, 78, 79, 81, 86 . 
useiL 

The mean of thets 
values observed at 
each test temperature 
was considered: 
£s=0.00057 min-l @ 
590°C, 6.00043 @ 578°C, 
and 0.00016 @ 545°C. 

Recrystallization occ ur-
red during 775°C test 
minimum creep rate, n t 
£s, reported. 

I 
I-' 
-..J 
I 



Metal 
and 
Ref. 

Pb 
(U) 

pt 
(y) 

Fe 
(a) 

Fe~4% 
Si 
(e) 

Table II. continued 

Reported Thermomechanical Grain Temperature 
Purity History Prior to Size Range for 
in % and Testi,pg (mm) which H '" Ii,.., 
Impurities Accordigg ~o 
in ppm t1'!'. Tests 

99. 999% Tensile specimens Single T> - 3200 K 

> 99.98% 
<100 Fe 
<100 Pd 

99.98% 
120 0 

40 S 
30 P 
10 C 
10 N 

Fe 96.02% 
Si 3.92% 
7000 
140 C 

10 N 
20 Si, P 

,c ',: 

made crystal Ref.(V) 
from O.lih. 
wire 

Cold-drawn wire, 
o. 38 mm dia. , 
annealed in air 
at 14000 c for 
10 min. 

Cold worked 
specimens recrys
tallized in argon 
at 840°C 

Cold worked spec
imens recrystal
lized in argon 
at 975°C 

0.1 
to 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

No t1T test 
results 
available 

T > 227°C 
Ref. (a,b) 

Hc :f HD 

Temperature 
Range of 
Creep Tests 
Used in Fig. 
5-7 

320-593°K 

1100-1550oK 

605-753°C 

377-627°C 

,Testing 
Method 

Const. 
stress 
tensile 
tests in 
helium 

Const. 
stress 
tensile 
tests 
in air 

Const. 
stress 
tensile 
tests in 
argon 

Const. 
stress 
tensile 
tests in 
argon 

Comments 

Two single crystals 
were tested to' avoid 
recrystallization 
during testing. Two 
tests at high stress 
gave creep rat.es too 
high to be shown on 
Fig. 5 

Most test results 
were from primary 
stage of creep.;. €s 
could be found only 
for tests conducted 
at stresses ~ 2450 psi 
when 15500 K ~ T S 12500 K 

The activation energy 
of creep at temperatures 
near the magnetic trans
ition increases sharply, 
but creep is still 
diffusion-controlled. 

The activation energy 
of creep at temperatures 
near the magnetic trans
ition increases sharply, 
but creep is still 
diffusion-controlled. 

~ '~ 

I 
t--' 
ex> 
I 



Metal 
and 

. Ref. 

Ta 
(g) 

Mo 
(i) 

W(a) 
(m) 

0::" ;:-

Table II. continued 

Reported Thermomechanical Grain Temperature Temperature 
Purity History Prior. Size Range for .Range of 
in % and. to Testing (mm) which He =" HD Creep Tests 
Impurities According to Used in 
in ppm __ 6T Tests Fig. 5-7 

Partial Electron-beam 3T .~ 16900 C 1690-2500o C 
Chemical melted, cold- Ref. (g) 
Analysis: forged, rolled, 
60-170 C swaged. Annealed 
60-80 0 in vacuum for 8 

3-4 H hr. at 20500 C to 
15 N make interstitial 

content uniform 
among specimens 
tested 

99.9% 
<100 each 
Si, Al 
Cr, Fe 

Specimens manufac- ~15 

tured from powder 

Zr 
<10 each 
Mn, Mg 
Co, Ni 
130-200 C 
110-180 N 

30-35 0 

99.95% 
<100 Si, 
Fe, Ti 

<10 Ca, Mn 
30 C 
70-110 N 

by pressing, sinter
ing, and swaging; 
annealed in He at 
testing temperature 
for 1/2 hr. prior 
to loading 

Same as for 
Mo 

~0.04 

T ~ 11800 c 
Ref. (j) 

1650-2500oC 

2250-28ooo c 

Testing 
Method 

Const. 
load 
tensile 
tests in 
vacuum & 
He atmos-

. pheres 

Const. 
load 
tensile 
test in 
He atmos
phere 

Const. 
load 
tensile 
tests in 
He atmos
phere 

.c .: 

Comments 

Engineering creep rates 
were converted to true 
strain rates, and the 
instantaneous average 
stresses corresponding 
to these rates were 
calculated with the 
assumptions of constant 
specimen volume and 
uniform extension. 

I 
Comment for Ta is appli
cable. 02 content dim

(0 

in shed from 35 to 25 ppm 
during testing at 1650o C. 
02 content equilibriated 

I 

at 5 ppm in those specimens 
annealed at T ~ 2250 0 C prior 
to testing. Some test 
specimens developed abnor
mally large grains and low 
creep rates; these results 
were not included. Possible 
contamination from W during 
testing (See ref. aa). 

No analysis made for oxygen 
content. Comment for Ta is 
applicable. Threaded ends 
of specimens were coated 
with Th02 . 
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Table II. continued 

Metal Reported Thermomechanical Grain Temperature Temperature 
and Purity History Prior Stze Range for Range of 
Ref. 'in % and to Testing (mm) which Hc~HD Creep Tests 

, .' Impurities According to Used in 
in ppm ~T Tests Fig. 5-7 

Wfb) 99.973%-'~ Tungsten pi~ '-0.036
mu

- 2250-24000 c 
(n)' 100 0 duced from 

40 AI powder; sintered 
30 C, Si in H~, swaged at 
10 N ,F ,'Cl 1500 C, and 
Mg, P, Ca recrystallized in 
Fe, Mo vacuum at 2400°0 
5 Ni, Cr for 1/2 hr. ' 
3 Ta, CS 

Wee) --'-99~9951----EleCtronbea.m'--- 2~4-- ,,-,-- '-3500oF 

(o) 20 Ta melted & puri~ 
6 C,N fied, extruded 
3 0 and swaged. 
<2 AI, Fe 
Mo, Ni, Si 

Wed) - '-99-:-99'% 
(0) 25 Fe 

15 Mo 

(l,,-T1 
t3-T1 
('1) 

10 N, Si 
9Al 
5 C,O,Ni 

99.98~ 
80 Pb 
30 Fe 
30 Cli 

..:; <C 

Arc-melted, 
machined, 
extruded, and 
swaged. 

Cast rods were 
extruded at 25°C, 
annealed at 215°C 
for 1 hr. 

0.05 
to 

2.0 

(l-Th 
1.0 
t3-Th 

? 

T>lrooC 

35000 F 
& 

4000 0 F 

62-2800 c 

Testing 
Methori 

Tensile, 
tests in: 
vacuum 

Const. 
load 
tensile 
tests in 
vacuum 

Const. 
load 
tensile 
tests in 
vacuum 

Const. 
stress 
compres
sion in 
silicone 
oil bath 

Comments 

The flow stress during 
these tests reached a 
nearly steady-state 
value. The ultimate flow 
stress was used as an 
approximation to the 
steady-state creep stress. 

Recrystallization occured 
during testing. 

Recrystallization OC9~~d 
d ' t t' A 'LO 43 url.ng es l.ng. t.s~' " 
where L is recrystallized 
grain size. ts values 
have been normalized to a 
grain size of 0.4 rom. 

Grain size of t3-Tl 
assumed to be about the 
same as for (l-Tl. 

";:" -~ 

to 
o 
I 



Metal 
and 
Ref. 

Cd 
(s ). 

'.~., 

.if.:': '.~ 

Table II. continued 

Reported . Thermome~hanical Grain Temperature Temperature 
Purity History Prior Size Range for Range of 
in % and to Testing (nmi) which Hc~HD Creep' Tests 
Impurities According to Used in Fig. 
in ppm ~T Tests 5-7 

99.995%· Annealed 3/4 - 0.25 6cfoC-<T<"'- ~60:"'1500C 

hr. at 300°C 150°C when 
Hc recalcula~ 
ted from Eqn. (7). 
Ref. (t) 

ZnraT-~-.97% Annealed at 400°C 0.8 l30oC<T<254°c 140£254°c 
(v) .110 Pb for 1/2 hr ... c. Ref~(v) 

60 Cu . 
50 Cd 
20 Fe, Si . 
13Mg 

Zn(b) - ->99-:-9-§l ~-Rolled- atT500C ~ 1. 5 76°c<T<'V200oC 130-19QOC 
(w) 30 Fe annealed in argon Ref. (w) 

20 Cd at 395°C for 1/2 hr. 
5 Pb 

Testing 
MethQd 

,.,: ~ 

Comments 

Const. 
stress 
compres
sion in 
air 

Hc~HD over this temper
aturerange according 
to ref. (s). 

Const. 
stress 
compression 
in air 

Const. 
stress com
pression in air 

k> 
I-' 
I 
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Comparison of creep test data using Eq. 8 is justified only when creep is 

diffusion-controlled. Yet it is well established that creep at lower temperatures 

can take place where H is less than the activation energy for self diffusion 
c 

~. Several of the investigations used in this comparison reported creep data 

at temperatures below which Hc~~' according to A T tests. For this reason 

these data were not included in the comparison. Investigations of hcp metals 

have shown that at very high temperatures Hc > ~; likewise data obtained at 

these temperatures were excluded. The temperature range over which Hc ':::! ~ 

according to AT tests is reported in Table II as well as the temperature range 

of the data that were- used in the comparison. 

Data on the unrel8.xed shear modulus at elevated temperatures '" are not generally 

available so that in most cases it was estimated from Young's modulus of 

elasticit:y'and Poisson's ratio. The Youngts modulus values were linearly 

extrapolated from lower temperatures when it was apparent that relaxations had 

unduly lowered their value. For the few fcc metals for which single crystal 

elastic compliances are known as a function of temperature, the shear modulus 

corresponding to the (Ill) Plane(25? was calculated and used in the analysis. 

Two methods were used to obtain values for the activation enthalpy of 

creep. ,Where data on AT tests were available, H was .calculated from Eq. 7.
c 

In addition, for each of the metals examined, data were plotted according to 

Eq. 6 and Hc obtained graphically. In cases where creep tests were reported 

at many different temperatures, values of H could be assigned with confidence, 
c 
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but for several metals only approximate values could be assigned. As shown 

in Table I, Hc is in better agreement with the activation energies ~ of self ,.' 

diffusion ~f metals than was Q t (11). The Fe-4% Si alloy data must be discounted 
c 

in this context because of the presence of complexities arising from short~range 

ordering which, results in a higher activation energy for creep than that for 

the diffusivity of Fe. 

The significance of diffusion to high-temperature creep is further 

emphasized by two striking examples: As illustrated in :Fig. 2, Sherby(19) 

has shown that the secondary creep rates of austenite under a constant stress 

and temperature increase with carbon content in a manner that clos'ely parallels 

that for the effect of C on the self-diffusivity of Fe in austenite. Such an 

effect of ,allby softening cannot be easily explained on any other basis. As 

shown in Figs. 3 and 4;, the secondary creep rate for Jl;/c}Fe ~ __ ; at a constant 

stress shows almost the same variation through the magnetic-transformation range 

of temperatures as does the self-diffusivity of iron in 0(, - Fe. Two factors 

contribute to this effect, namely the temperature variation in the modulus of 

elasticity and in the free energy, H - TS, for self diffusion. Over the 

magnetic transformation range, both the, enthalpy H, and the entropy S become 

, ~ (26-29) , 
functions of temperature due to changes in magnetic state. It has been shown 

that changes inH - TS play the major role in affecting the apparent activation 

energies for creep over the magnetic transformation range; the changes in modulus 

of elasticity provide a small additional effect. 

Current knowledge on the effect of stress on the secondary creep rate is 

much less substantial than for temperature. The results for the series of 

cases that were examined are plotted in accord with Eq. 8 in Figs. 5 to 7. The 

validity of a power law over a wide range of stresses is sustained. The values 

of n ,howeverappear to vary somewhat from metal to metal., . 

I ,,. 
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It is known that in some cases n decreases with alloying. But in other 

instances alloys have values ofn approaching 7. These major differences cannot 

be ascribed to scatter. 

The variations ofn that have been observed for rather pure metals, 

however, usually appear to have a smaller range than those found for alloys. 

They fail to exhibit any systematic variation with any known factor. It appears 

that one major current experimental problem on high~temperature creep concerns 

a clarification of the s.tress:.laws for pure metals. 

Two possible alternate attitudes might be taken regarding the observed 

variations for the currently accepted values of n. The first suggests that n 

.is influenced by a number of.uricontrolled factors such as grain size, subgrain 

size, stacking-fault energies, iJ,npurities, oxidation, etc., the combined effects 

of which result in what falsely appears to be a random scatter in its value. The 

second alternative sUggests that n is the same physical constant for all pure 

metals, namely about 5, which is dictated by a single creep mechanism and that 

the observed scatter in its value is due to experimental inaccuracies. Although 

latter attitude appears somewhat attractive, at ~he present level of knowledge 

it cannot be wholly endorsed without further experimental confirmation. 

j" ", 
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E. Grain Boundary Slidin~ 

During the creep of polycrystalline metals at elevated temperatures, 

. 1 t' (30~32 ) f .. th deformation may occur by the relat~ve trans a ~on . 0 one gra~n w~ 

respect to another as well as by deformation within individual grains. Usually 

associated with the phenomenon of grain-boundary sliding is the process of grain

boundary migration(31~33). Initial sliding occurs in the immediate vicinity of 

the boundary. With increases in time, the sliding gradually takes place over 

a zone of finite thickness. The material within the zone generally shows 

evidence of progressive grain-boundary migration and grain distortion. Usually 

finer subgrains form in the vicinity of the boundary than elsewhere in the grain. 

This may arise from local stress concentrations. The shear displacement in grain

boundry s:iiding is non-uniform along the length of the boundary (31; 32) . This 

non-uniformity arises from restraints imposed at the grain corners, and from 

blOCkage' due to ledges along the boundary (32~34). 

McLean and Farmer(35) have shown that the average grain-boundary dis-

placement vs. time curves in Al are similar in shape to the total creep curves. 

The ratio ~b , the strain due to grain boundary sliding to the total creep 

t · f d t . . th .'. .' t t' (35) d . s ra~n, was oun 0 ~ncrease w~ ~ncreas~ng empera ures or. ecreas~ng 

stresses (30) . (18) 
Harper, et al. observed the same trends but noted that below 

a very low critical stress the ratio decreased with further decrease in stress. 

(31) , . (36) 
Fazan, et al. , and Mart~n, et al. , found that £gb l E

t 
was independent 

of temperature for a constant stress, i. e., the effect of temperature merely 

refiectsthe fact that lower stresses were employed at higher temperatures . 

. McLean (30) and Barrett (31? observed that £gb l €'t increases as. the grain size 
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decreases. ,This increase is greater than would be expected purely from the 

increase in grain-boundary area associated with. th.e finer grain size. Except 

at very low stresses the ratio Egbl €'t is usually small. 

It is 'interesting to compare the values of the activation energy obtained 

from grain~boundary sliding tests with those obtained for the total creep strain. 

Such a comparison is shown in Table III for AI, Cu and Sn where Q is the acti-. s . 

vat ion energy for grain-boundary sliding obtained from surface measurements, ~ 

A (38) 
the value obtained from Ke-type measurements of the anelastic grain-bound~ 

effects, and Q' is the activation energy for creep. 
c 

Table III 

A Gomparison of Activation Epergy for Grain Boundary Sliding,Qs' for Internal 

Friction,~, dnd for. Total Creep, . Q~. 

(after Conrad, Ref. 5) 

Q
s ~. Qt 

C 

Metal Kcal/mole Kcal/mole Kcaltmole 

Al 33.,.37 32-38 34-36 

Cu 33 32-40 28-37 

Sn 19.2 19.0 21-26 .. · 

These data reveal that small-angle anelastic sliding, large scale grain.,...boundary 

sliding and deformation of grains by creep exh.ibit about the same activation 

energies. The constant value of Egb l £.t and the similarity between activation 

energies for grain-boundary sliding and crystal deformation suggest that grain-

boundary sliding is related -to -crystal de format ion. 
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F. Grain Size Effects. 

Experimental observations concerning the effect of grain size on steady-

state creep rates are both varied and sometimes conflicting. Numerous early 

investigators found that a decrease in the grain size resulted in a subsequent 

. t t • .c40~42) ot'hers Cn ,19.,39.,43,44) decrease in the high temperature creep s reng lL. • . 
found that €. s at first decreased with increasing grain size and then increased 

with a further increase in grain size beyond some optimum value. 

It is not always evident as to whether grain size effects arise from 

secondary factClrs that might have been modified coincident with the treatments 

that were employed in deVejOPing different grain sizes. Changes in grain size 

might be accompained by the following auxiliary modifications: . 

1. Type and degree of preferred grain orientation. 

2. Distribution of impurities. 

3. Geometry and regularity of the grain boundaries. 

4. Density and distribution of dislocations. 

Modifications 3 and 4 are unimpOrtant since they are adjusted over the primary 

stage of creep as a result of grain~boundary migration and shearing or as 

result of sub grain fonmation to almost fixed conditions during steady-state 

creep. 

Much of the data on grain size 

and by GarOfalo(ll)~ More recently 

effects has been reviewed by Conrad (Ref. 5) 

Barrett, Sherby and Lytton(45) investigated 

the creep of both ran~ oriented, and strongly cube-textured Cu. over cOmparable 
( -. " 

ranges of grain'size(.:Th~irggta;.on',the r~derii1y briented'speCimens"revealed 

that the secondary creep rate was independent of the method of preparation and 
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and also grain size for all grain diameters greater than 0.1 rom. As the grain 

diameter 'was decreased below ab,out 0.1 rom a slight increase was obtained in the 

secondary creep rate. Since all grain sizes exhibited the same subgrain size at 

the :secondary stage in these constant _ stress constant temperature tests, the 

authors concluded that crystallographic creep was unaffected by grain size and 

that the increase in the secondary creep rate when the grain diameter was 

decreased below 0 .• 1 rom arises from the effects of grain~boundary sliding. It 

must then also follow that under the employed test conditions the contribution 

of grain~boundary sliding was negligible for grain sizes greater than 0.1 rom 

in diameter. The 'cube-textured Cu, however, exhibited a lower secondary creep 

rate Under. identical test conditions than the randomly oriented material. This 
.\ 

might be attributed, to both orientation effects and higher resistances to grain-

boundary sliding in the .lower angle grain-boundaries of .the cube-textured Cu. 

, .: (13) 
Current evidence suggests that the effect of grain-size per se on 

the secondary creep rate is small except for very low stresses and very fine 

grain sizes~ Increased qreep rates with decreasing grain size appear 

primarily attributable to grain-boundary sliding. Auxiliary effects arising 

from texture and impurities might account for some of the trends and inconsisten

ciespreviouslyreported 'on'gi'l:i,irt-size effects . 

. G. Stacking-Fault 'Energies 

The Ur,tiversalagreement between Hc and .. '~ clearly reveals that the stacking-

. r 
fault energy in noway affects. the activation energy for high-temperature creep. 

Recently, however, Sherby et al. (13,46-::48) have suggested that the stacking-

faua.t energy nevertheless affects the secondary creep rate, not in terms of the 

activation ,energy but in a much more subtle way. Several issues concerning 
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the experimental verification of this l3uggestion warrant detailed consideration: 

1. It was assumed that ,the secondary creep rates of various metals could be 

, correlated on the bas-is of Eq. 5 despite the fact that the terms are 

not dimensionless and the express-ion is not wholly in agreement with 

theoretical expectations. 

2. It Was, in effect, tacitly assumed that the reported variations in n are 

due to. random scatter and that, n has the same cons-tant value for all metals. 

3. Values of £s/Dfor a series of metals at a constant value of O'/E varied 

by a factor of about l04,'increasing with increasing stacking-fault energy. 

4. The stacking';;'fault energy was assumed to be independent of the temperature. 

5. The results suggested that the stacking~fault energy. ~, appears to have 

affected ;,the ;s'econdaTy:(cre:ep' rate,'according t9th~ ,:,.e~mr~ssion 

(91 
D 

Sever'al objections to the form of Eq. 9 are immediately app~rent even when 

n is assumed to be the same for all metals. They include items covered by one 

and two cited above. Furthemore A v, which was treated as a constant in the 

comparison, has the dimension of the reciprocal of a length squared and 

multiplied by an energy per cm2 to the power 3.5. Finally the formulation of 

the equation in terms of a power of the stacking-fault energy contains the 

physically unacceptable implication that creep rates would be infinite for 

metals having infinite stacking-fault energies. Obviously, if the. stacking-
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fault energy does affect the secondary creep rate, its effect cannot be as 

. represented by Eq. 9. 

A less. objectional approach to possible effects of stacking-fault energies 

might be based on the more acceptable relationship given by Eq. 8. The following 

Assumptions need yet be made: 

1. The grain ·size effect is small. 

2. Although n appears to vary from 4.2 to 5.5,the same value of n ~5 

is assumed to apply to fcc metals. 

3. The most accurate values of ~ kT for comparison occur·near the center of s 
DOb 

ine. a'/G stress range, .say at a-/G/'= 2:.xlO-4 

With these assumptions Eq.8 might be qualifiedly adjusted to read 

€.skT 
DGb 

With these assumptions the correlation shown in Fig. 8 was obtained in 

terms of a dimensionless stacking-fault energy parameter ~/Gb. 

(10) 

Care was exercised to include all of the published measurements of ~/Gb 

for pure Ag, Au, Cu, Al, andNi which have been obtained through direct measure

ment of stacking-fault energy. The value of )( for Pb has been estimated only and 
Gb 

may be in error . Data on Pt was not included in Fig. 8 since its value of n is so 

"'-much'~greater than .that assumed in (2) above. The incorporation of the shear modulus 

into . the stacking-'-fault energy parameter '( /Gb appears necessary not only to 

prov~de a dimonsionless parameter but also to give consistent trends in the correlation. 

For example, the much'lower creep rates of Ni as compared to Al cannot be rationalized 

on the basis of differences in stacking-fault energy alone since l(Ni'> «Al' With 

the use of the reduced stacking-fault energy 1C/Gb , however, the~ can. Similar comments 
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can be made for Pb, which is believed to have a stacking-fault energy nearly 

as low as that of Ag. The correlation of Fig. 8 is physically t,enable in 

that it seems to predict a finite creep rate for infinite values of stack-

ing fault energy. 
€ kT 

The values of D~ for the bcc metals at the same value of (JIG range 

from about 10-9 forw to about 5 X 10-
12 for Mo. Since the stacking 

fault energies of bcc metals should be quite large, one might expect, on 

the basis of the correlation 
t kT s 

found in fcc metals, and neglecting other 

possible factors, that DGb would be -10 approximately 10 or greater in 

all of these metals.,: The experimental creep data for bce metals, however, 

is not as well known as that for fcc metals. There exist large unexplained 

differenceS between different investigations on the same metal, as the 

four., "investigations ohW summarized in Fig. 6 show. Thus it is not yet 
, € kT 

clear ,:--,hetherthe differences in D~ for bca: metals arise from experi-

mental inaccuracies, or from effects other 'than stacking-fault energy. If 

other effects do exist, they might equally affect the correlation given 

in Fig. 8 for the bcc metals. 

IlL CREEP INDUCED SUBSTRUGTURES 

The decreasing creep rate over the primary stage for constant conditions 

of stress and temperature must necessarily be a reflection of the sub struc-

tural changes that take place; the constant creep rate over the secondary-stage 

of creep demends, "equally, that all significant substructural features must 

have, reached a steady state. It is not yet clear, however, just what sub-

structural details might be significant in this respect. Immediately upon loading 

dislocation entanglements and cells are produced which bear some resemblance 

to those 'observed in strain-hardened metals at low temperatures. During the 

primary stage of creep these cells and entanglements disperse either 
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through recrystallization or what is more pertinent here through dynamic recovery 

processes such as cross slip and climb. The dispersal of the original entangle-

ments and cells, although probably facilitated oy cross slip, is largely due 

to polygonization resulting from the climo of edge dislocations. Cross-slip 

'is known to be dependent on the stacking-fault energy which inight, for this 

reason as well as others, play some role in creep. 

Contr~dictory evidence exists regarding the effect of stacking-fault energy 

on the rate of polygonization. Using x-ray analysis Franks and McLean C49J 

have demonstrated that Al polygonizes more rapidly than the lower stacking-

'fault energy metal Cu during the process of creep. But the temperature at 

which they tested their Cu specimen was in the range for which H <. H • c ' -1) 

,Furthermore they did not investigate the effect of strain-rate on polygonization. 

Barrett(50) has shown that Cudoes form well defined subgrains when the rate 

of straining is slow enough. Hardwick and Tegart(51) have shown that in general 

metals with high stacking-fault energies polygonize rapidly during creep where-

as metals having low stacking-fault energies tend instead to lower their energy 

by recrystallization. It appears that recrystallization occurs only when the 

driving force for recrystallization cannot be diminished rapidly enough through 

recovery processes .. "~ 

Three substructural features are accessible for study by electron-transmission 

microscopy, etch-.pitting techniques, optical microscopy, and x-ray analyses. They 

might be classified as follows: 

1. The disposition and density of dislocation iIi the' interior of 

subgrains .. 
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2. The nature of the sub-boundary walls and the subgrain disorientations 

across them. 

3. The subgrain size. 

These issues will be discussed with major emphasis on the steady-state 

conditions. 

A. Dislocations in Subgrains-

The dislocations that are present in the interior of the subgrains 

..i . , (2447 52 i(7) , " 
durlng h~gh-temperature steady-state creep , , 'are usually more or less 

': randomly positioned. Dipoles and loops are noted occasionally. The absence 

of piled-up dislocation arrays and entanglements is highly significant. In 

the few _cases that have been examined the density of dislocations in the 

subgrain- inter'lors inc-reases roughly with the square of the stress as shown 

in Fig. 9· Within the Scatter of these data, the well-known relationship for 

the equilibrium distribution of dislocations under and applied stress, namely 
" . 

Cf 

2. 
- «. Gb[j 

seems to be valid. The value of ~ however appears to be somewhat greater 

(11) 

than that of 0 .20 to 0.25 usually obtained, in stressed metals at low tempera-

tures. 

B. Sub;;..boundaries 

Subgrains in polycrystalline aggregates are demarked from each other 

by low-angle tilt and twist boundaries of a complex nature. In a recent 

r. 
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investigation on the creep of single crystals of Mo, however~ Clauer, Wilcox, 

and,Hirtl1(53} have demonstrated that tilt boundaries predominate. In general 

the formation of subgrains arises principallY' as a result of polygonization due 

to the climb of edge dislocations under conditions where cross-slip is facile. 

:Although early investigations suggested that the an~}e between the individual 

(11 30) 
subgrains continued to increase over the secondary stage of creep , , more 

,recent stUdies (11,51, 54'.:-56}, covering examples that involve extensive deformation, 

suggest that the subgrain misorientation eventually reaches some constant 

limiting value. This observation is consistent with the concept that the 

significant substructural details must remain substantially constant over the 

secondary stage of creep. 

The need for a more detailed study on subgrain miso!'ientation under " ,. 
i. 

secondary-stage creep (including the possible effects of stresses; stacking-

fault energies and purity on the degree of misorientation) should he emphasized 

here. If, for example, the misorientation of the subgrains increases over the 

secondary stage of creep, it becomes apparent that such misorientation is not 

a significant substructural variable since it does not affect the creep rate. 

But if the misorientation remains constant over much of the secondary stage it 

may be a significant. variable and then should be taken into consideration. 

C. S~bgrain Size 

Early investigations suggested that the s-qbgrain size increased with 

increasing values of test temperatures and with decreasing strain rate (10,11) • 

" . • (W il) 
Shortly, thereafter , however," ,it was shown that the subgrain size could 

preferably be related more simply to the stress alone, regardless of test 

temperature of the secondary creep rate. Higher stresses result in finer 

subgrain" sizes. The limited data currently available(13), shown in terms 
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of dimensionless parameters in Fig. 10 1 suggest that the subgrain size is related 

almost linearly to the reciprocal of the stress, The. results also indicate that 

stacking-fault energy miglit,beasignificant variable in determining the subgrain 

size, the subgrain dmameter oeing larger for a, higher "11Gb: metal at a com-

parable value;of'cr/G. 

It 1S significant that the same suograin size is developed in a given metal 

undergoing steady~state creep, regardless of its previous work-hardened or precrept 

d 't ,(10) con l. l.on. . When, for example, as shoWn in Fig, ll~ a metal is first crept 

under a high stress so as to develop a fine subgrain size and the stress is then 

decreased to a lower value, the creep rate decreases abruptly-and then increases 

, with time until the secondary creep rate is a simultaneous migration of sub-

boundaries and readjustment of tl1e substructure to give the Unique and now larger 
. . 

steady-state subgrain size appropriate to the lower stress(57 )., It also follows 

that the density of dislocations within the subgrains decreases to the value 

appropri~te to the lower stress and it is probable that the subgrains also 

acq~ire a consistent disorientation. 

Although the effect of stress alone ,was emphasized in the above discussion, 

it appears likely that crystal structUre, which dictates what types of dis-

locations are present, the shear modulus of elasticity, which in part determines 

dislocation interactions, and the stacking-fault energy,which appears to be 

~mpOl:·tant in polygonizatio~ ~ might also he significant in establishing the 

substructural fea.,tures during steady-state creep. The emphasi's given here 

to the stress merely reflects the fact that some rather tangible, although 

incomplete, evidence exists on the effects of this variable. 

It is interesting now to speculate on which of the three above."mentioned 

substructural, features might.:be'rhost important in steady-state creep. When, 

" 

'.' 
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after establishing steady ... state at a high ~tres$, the stress is abruptly 

decreased" the su15structure at first remains close to tliat. developed by the 

higher initial stres.s. Under these conditions the initial creep rate should 

nearly correspond to that for a structure which has a high density of dislocations 

in the subgrain and a fine suograin size. During the period over which the 

dislocation density decreases and the subgrain size increases to that appropriate 

to the lower stress, the creep rate increases to it.s new steady value, If creep 

were exclusively due to the dislocations in theoody of the subgrain~ the creep 

rate shoulq. have decreased and not increased during the transition period. On 

this basis it appears that the Creep-rate may not be. so much dependent on the 

dis1'6cations in the body of the subgrains. The observed trend suggests that 

creep rates might increase as a result of increases in the subgrain size . 

. According to the data presented in Fig. 10 , however, the subgrain diameter 

in fcc metals does not appear to increase with an increase in ~/Gb to the same 

degree as does the steady-state creep rate. Other factors such as unique dis-

location reactions, purity, etc. might also influence the subgrain size, and 
. 

E. kT s 
at constant values of in this way account for the observed spread in 

C//G for a series of metals. The above remarks m~~gly emphasi~e the need for 

defi'nitive research in this a.re~. Not only subgrain size but equally s~bgrain 

misorientation and dislocation densities in the· subgrains themselves need to be 
'. 

investigated more thoroughly. 
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IV THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS 

A. Genera:lDiscussion 

Any realistic theory for high-temperature creep of metals must satisfac';" 

tortly account for all of the experimental oDservations that have been documen

ted in Sections II and III of this report. For the restricted ranges of. 

temperature and stress that were reviewed, these data are sufficiently coherent 

to suggest that all might well be rationalized in terms of a single unif·ied 

theoretical approach. The var.iations of the power n of the stress law and the 

effect of stress on the steady":'state substructure, however,' emphasize the 

complexity of the theoretical probleni and suggest that it may' be unrealistic to 

.' -believe that high-temperature creep might be completely described in terms of 

a single dislocation mechanism. 

A complete theory for high-temperature creep must account for the generation 

o-t dislocatlons~ their motion through the lattice, formation of subgrains (including 

the detaiils of their composition, size, and misorientation 1, the annihilation of 

dislocatfons, and the steady-state density and type of dislocations within the 

subgrains. It must also rationalize the effects ,of stress, temperature, modulus 

of elasticity, stacking-fault en~rgies, impurities, etc. on these sUD structural 

features and on the secondary creep rates. In this sense no complete and fully 

adequate theory for high~temperature creep has yet been developed. All current 

theories for creep have had the much less pretentious objective of accounting 

semi-quantitatively for only the mechanical behavior of creep in terms of a 
.. 

single rate'-controlling mechanism. The substructural details· essential to each ~ 

model were either assumed without experimental conformation or they were 

expropria~ed from experimental data. None of the:existing theories attempt to 
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predict the 'substructure. Since the creep rate usually changes many orders 

of magnitude as a result of the substructural changes that attend primary creep, 

it is obvious that the role of tfie su1:lstructure is far from a trivial one and 

thus demands much more consideration than it has thus far been accorded. On 

the other hand a semi..;.theory for high-temperature creep whi'chis erected on 

, . experimentally confirmed suostructural details which are judiciously incorporated 

into the theoretical analysis still has substantial virtue insofa.r as such semi-

theories might account for the role of various a...uxiliarY' factors 6n the creep 

behavior. 

Despite the current emphasis on dislocation models, there still remains 
'.'j 

extensive interest in the,mote phenomenological aspects of creep. Such interest 

stems from the hope of erecting a suitable phenomenological structure,that will 

permit reasonable deductions from the factors that affect the creep rate without 

necessitating consideration of detailed, complex, and often unknown dislocation 

processes. In this senSe a valid phenomenological approach might play the same 

role in creep as does classical thermodynamics in chemistry and physics insofar 

as it might permit correlations of phenomenon without demanding a detailed 

picture of mechanisms. ,The original concept of Bailey(58), subsequently 

extended by Orowan (59), and discussed by other investigators (60), that the 

secondary creep rate resultFllfroma balance between strain-hardening and 

recovery, 'yet appears attractive. 

The statement that the secondary creep rate is determined by a balance 

between the rate of recovery and the rate of strengthening is tautoglogical 

and therefore not debatable. The real issue concerns comparisons of what 

recovery rates with what strengthening rates. In an interesting series of 

investigations 
. .. (61 62) 

M~tra and McLean ' have shown that the high-temperature 
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secondary creep rate can be deduced from a stress-sensitive recovery rate at 

reduced stresses and a strengthening rate determined by the room temperature 

stress-strain curve. It has been shown, however, that recovery under reduced 

stres,sesleads, in its initial stages, to migration and coalesence of sub

grain~oundaries(57), in a distinctly different manner from that which pre-

vails during secondary creep_ Furthermore there is a difference betw'een the 

room .. temperature strain-hardened substructure and the substructure developed 
I 

at the secondary state of high-temperature creep. Therefore the observed corre-

latibn appears to have been somewhat fortuitous; the fact that it was ob-

tained, however, deserves considerationl The "strength" during high-tempera-

ture creep might be accounted for by Eq. 11 which differs from .the relation-

ship that applies to room temperature only insofar as a: seems to be slightly 

greater for creep. If further,the recovery rates under a reduced stress are 

similar to those that apply during secondary creep despite the difference in 

details, the observed correlation might yet be justified. 

B. High Temperature Cre~ Theories 

In order to provide some background for the discussion in the following 

subsection on the theoretical implications of the previously documented high-

temperature creep data, a brief outline wtll be presented here on the various 

creep theories that have been proposed. The theories fall into two major cate

gories, those that refer to glide controlled mechanism such as the motion of 

jogged screw dislocations and the nodal theory, and those that refer to dy-

namic recovery by climb. 

1. Motion of Jogged Screw Dislocations 

As screw' dislocations glide, their jogs can only advance by the noncon

servative emission and/or absorption of vacancies and/or interstit-ials. In view of 
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the high energy of formation of interstitials it has generally been concdied 

that, the vacancy' mechanism j:S:. mucli more probable, Vacanc-:( generation and 

absorption models fall into two major categories ~ those that are based on 

thermal activation, e.g. Motts(6]1 original mOdel~ and those that are dif;fusion-

.. , t· '11 d t··d"'" F . d· 1(64}· H" h d W . t (65) d B tt con ro e, as sugges e uy r~·e e' , ~rsc an arr~ng on .. an arre 

and Nix (52). Although the various models' differ somewhat in, detail from one 

another and are frequently given special interpretations, the factors of major 

interest here are at least sufficiently similar in all caf;>es to permit a 

description of this process in terms of the recent dislocation by Gibbs(66) who 

has shown that to a good approximat ion, 

• 
1: .tj b'Z 

- fs 6 D (e k T - 1 ) (12a) 

' .. 1. 

(12b) 

• 

~c 
(12c) 

" 
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where ~ is the secondary shear strain rate and the subscripts e, a, and c 

refer to cases of exclusively vacancy-emitting jogs, exclusively vacancy-absorbing 

jogs, and equal numbers of both types of jogs respectively on the screw dislocations. 

The term f s' 1:, J,j and Dc refer respectively to the density of the "mobile lJ 

screw dislocations, the applied shear stress, the mean distance between jogs, and 

the core diffusivity. 

For these equations to correctly describe high-temperature creep they 

must predict a temperature dependence for '{ which is approximately equal to 

that for bulk,<diffusion. Neglecting the temperature dependence of 0 , which 
J s 

is probaoly that of the elastic constants, it is clear that the temperature 

dependence of ~ arises primarily from D or D and from the jog separation .t. 
c J 

In the caS.e that all jogs on screw' dislocations are' produced by mechanical inter,;.; 

section, lj should be independent of temper~ture, and the activation energy for 

creep should approximate that for D or D. Under conditions of very,slowcreep, 
c 

however, it seems likely that some of the jog population will be produced by 

other processes, including perhaps thermal activation. In the'case when all 

.jogs are thermally produced, ~ j is proportional tOe, :-~4-' where U j is the 

energy to'form a jog of one atomic height. Then the effect of temperature upon 

~ j is oppo.si~e to its effect on diffusivity, so that the apparent activation 

energy for ~ is reduced: belo~ that of the diffusivity. Since the activation 

energy for creep is close to that of bulk diffusion, one can conclude that (1) 

Eq. 12c cannot be a rate-controlling mechanism for creep, and (21 Eg;. 12a and 

12bcan be rate-controlling only when most jogs are produced OY' athermal processes. 

Weertman (90) has shown that the most likely jogged screw mechanism is that 

of Eqn. 12b when jogs are produced mechanically, since vacancy-
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absorbing jogs are produced in greater numbers by intersection processes. 

One of the primary difficulties of the jogged-screw dislocation models 

is prediction of the stress dependence of creep. At lower values of stress, 
,£ .b2 

when the value Ofk~ is small, the bracketed expression in both 

Eqs. 12a' and 12b reduce to just this term. In order to arr1ve at the observed 

stress power law: for creep it follow's that Ps must increase approximately as 

4· . 
, , if the reasonable assumption is made that £. is independent of the 

J 

stress. But it might be expected that Ps is, a fraction of p of Eq. 11 and 

therefore. increases only at ,2(67). This reveals that the actual creep rate 

. at high stresses is much greater than that suggested by either Eq. 12a or 

Eq. 12b.. FOr example analyses based on the creep data of Chenget al. (27) 

suggest that the high secondary creep rate observed in Fe .,. 3% 81 alloy would 

.relluire an untenably high density of screw dislocations approaching a value 

18" 2 
of 10 ller cm at the ,higher stress levels. Furthermore the preferred rela-

tion~hip given by Eq. 12b suggests that the creep rate should increase less 

rapidlywith stress at the higher stress levels whereas the opposite is ob-

served experimentally. These deviations of the. interpretation based on Eq.12a 

and Eq •. 12b from reality are too great to hope that any minor refinements to 

the theory might prov:1,de a satisfactory agreement w'ith the observed facts. 

If the motion of jogged screw' dislocations is not rate-controlling 
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some other slower mechanism must be sough-to The difficult;yhere centers around 

the fact that, according to the interpretation given~ Eqs, l2a and l2b 

predict creep rates that are much sloWer than those obta:i,ned experimentally. 

Since the theoretical formulations are good this demands that the previous 

interpretations must be modified. Sucli modification is demanded~oy th-e recent 

observations by Clauer, Wilcox and Hirth(531 that most of the dislocations in 

crept single crystals of Mo are in edge orientation. Ooviously screw dislocations 

must move rapidly and easily annihilate each other oj" cross-slip, Th-e hlgh 

velocity of screw dislocations can be accounted for by, either the dislocation 

core diffusion model, Eq. l2c, or by a volume diffusion model in whlch- J j is 

very large. 

(b) . nOc1liiTheorv. forCree~. Li(68) noted, from electron"":transmission 
:os. 

micrographs of crept ·stainless'.steels, that some dislocation networks consist 
<il" 

of a cross grid of two sets of dislocations which are joined by short nodal 

segments of the combined dislocations. One set of dislocations oows out between 

the hodal segments in the plane of the net while the other set seems to remain 

straight. This suggests that the Burgers vector of the first li.es in the slip 

plane which is also the plane of the net Whereas the Burgers vector of the 

second lies in some alternate plane. . Consequently the Burgers vector of the 

short. nodal sections have a component out of the slip plane. If creep arises 

from glide of t~e mobile set of dislocatiops, such glide can only take place 

at a rate dictated by the, . climb of the nod?-l segments. Li tacitly: assumed':: 

that the climb of the nodes was limited by the frequency of thermal activation 

and not br the. volume diffusion of vacancies. If n are the number atoms along 

a .node, he suggests on the basis of Eyring's reaction rate theory that 
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~ -s 

where.f is the density of the mobile dislocations, h is Planck's constant, 

gf is the free energy of formation of vacancies, ~ is the free energy of motion 

of an atom in the node. ..t is the length of the dislocation segment between 

the nodes, and tp is the angle between the two sets of dislocations. The pow'er 

n enters Eq. 13 because it was assumed that the fOTW'ard motion of the node de-

pended on some cooperative action among n: atoms of the node, it is not irrnnediate-

.ly evident that the. apparent activation energy for creep need,:necessarily always 

approximate that for self diffusion. The tacit assumption made in interpreta

tion that p is independent of the applied stress seems rather unlikely_ Fur

thermJre, as presently formulated, the model does not permit comparisons of the 

creep ,behavior of different metals in terms of the known effects of their shear 

moduli of elasticity.. The repairs that must be made on this modelbefo're it 

caribe accept~daremajorbut do not appear to be nearly as drast,ic or as 

difficult as ~hose for the jogged screw dislocation model. 

Climb "1'rom l?iled~up Arrays 

The first serious formulation dislocation-climb theory for steady-state 
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creep was presented byWeertman in 1955, It constituted a ma~or advance in the 

rationalization of tlie meclianical o:eha:vior of metals at high temperatures, The 

first ver'sion (70 ), which postulated dis-location arrays' piled up against Lomer-

Cottrell dislocations, was- limited to fcc metals-. Only the second and more 

generally applicaole':inodel will oe discusS"ed here ~ Weertman assumed that 

dislocation loops were emitted from fixed and more or less uniformly,distributed 

Frank-Read sources. Screw dislocations of opposite sign from adjacent sources 

cross-slipped with ease and thus annihilated each other. In contrast~ however, 

the leading edge dislocations from adjacent sources would block each others 

motion as, a result of their mutual interactions. Additional dislocations ~ however, 

would continue to issue from the sources until the oack stress on the source 

equaled the applied stres's. It was further tacitly assumed that the pi'led-up 

arrays were completely analogous to arrays piled-up against rigid barriers. 

Further deformation, then, could only take place when the two lead dislocations 

of oppOSite, sign climbed together and annihilated each other, thus relieving the 
, , 

back stresses on the two sources and permitting another dislocation to be 

generated and move out from each source. The climb rate was assumed to be 

diffusion-controlled with distances of about the separation of the arrays' 

between the vacancy source and sinks, Every atomic position on the cl;tmbing 

dislocation line was assumed to be an efficient absorber or emitter of vacancies. 

On this basis Weer'tman estimated that 

){s -
1Ti r2. D 
G2 b2. 

, s\nh (14) 
'f' 
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where N are the number of dislocation sources per unit volume. The bracketed 

term is small over a wide range of stresses and therefore, except for the very 

highest levels of stress, the secondary creep rate is predicted to increase as 

1:4.5. 

The major virtue of Weertman's theory is that it correlates quite well 

with most of the mechanical data on high-temperature creep. It accounts for the 

observed apparent activatio~ energies, the effect of the modulus of elasticity, 

and gives almost the observed stress law. 

Despite its excellence, however, several assumptions require discussion: 

1) It is not evident why the number of effective Frank-Read sources should be 

constant despite theoretical attempts to justify this assumption. For example, 

if segments of dislocations in the subgrains serve as F-R sources, N should 

increase.as about 1:2 . 2) Piled up arrays of dislocations are not seen in metals 

that are in the secondary stage of creep. This is expected in terms of their 

.dispersal due t6'the extra degree of freedom of dislocation motion permitted 

by climb.' calCuJ.atio~s by Head(72\ Li(73) and Hazzeldine(74) have shown that 

even in the absence of climb, piled-up arrays of dislocation$ of opposite signs 

on nearly parallel slip planes are unstable; they decompose into widely spaced 

dipoles. 3) The assumption of piled-up arrays of dislocations seems to have 

been invoked in order to obtain a predicted creep rate that increases with a 

sufficiently high power of the stress to approach the experimental values. 

Con~equently the need to relax this assumption has a significant effect on 

qualifying the validity of the predictions by this model. 

Christ;(75? presented a modification of Weeriman's theory which assumed that the 

driving force for climb arose from the reduction in strain energy upon annihi-
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lation of edge dislocations in piled;"up arrays". His assumptions that vacancies 

can be emitted and absorbed only" at Jogs and that the numoeI,' Qt j.og~ a;!?proaches 

the thermal equilibrium numDer~ led to theoretical actiyation energies for creep 

that are at variance with oDservations on metals. Christyt·s analysis therefore 

must be rejected as being s"omewhat inferior to Weertmarls earlier approach,' 

4. Annihilati6n 6fDipoies by Climb. 

Whereas piled-up arrays of edge dislocations are not observed during the 

secondary stage of creep, several investigators haYereported the presence of 

edge dipoles in the substructure of crept specimens. For this reason Chang (76), 

suggested that the rate-controlling step in high, temperature creep might' arise 

from the recovery of dipoles: Dipoles are the result of a number of dislocation 

processes. It is known that elongated dislocation dipoles decompose upon 

annealing into circular loops which, in the absence of a supersaturation of 

Yacancies,tnen shr:hlk ins1ze.-Sincethe fO:r'llU:'ltion of:lo~ps·:,takesplace 'by cOre 

diffusion and is therefore relatively rapid, this step might be neglected in 

the present context. Thus the time, ~, of the removal of a dipole is" " 

, substantially equal to the time it takes for a loop to vanish. SiJLcox and 
. ..,' 

Whelan(77) have shown that, in terms of FriedePs (78) climh ~Cluation, e 
can be approximated,by 

). 

8-

where r is,: the" radius of the loop, u is Poissons ratio, Zis the coordination 

number and b is the core radius. o 

• 
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Chang made the reasonable assumptions that the rate of annihilation 

of dipoles followed first. order kinetics and their rate of formation was 

proportional to the strain rate according to 

dn - -
dt 

and·. 

Yl 

e 

AY 

(16a) 

(16b) 

respe~tively, where m is the number of dipoles per unit volume and A is 

their rate of production per unit strain rate. At the steady-state therefore 

l'l Z DGb 3 k (f.) 
t-rr A ( J - p.) k T r 2. 

.(17) 

BeYond this point the present authors suggest minor variations on 

the analysis given· by Chang~ They suggest that the average value of ·2r 

might be a fraction f, of the maximum permissible height of a dipole, namely 

2 r == f, Gb (18) 

<iI1T ( 1-fl) T 
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in lieu of Chang's; est imat e that f 1 ; 1 t and they suggest that the nUlIl.be7:' of 

dipoles p'er unit vOlumeo.e giyenby 

n -
f2. L 2. 

where f2 is the fraction of the d~slocation density l' in the fOrm of dipoles 

of average length L during steady-state creep. The second equality of Eq. 19 

follows directly from substructural observations as given by the empirical 

relationship of Eq. 11. On thts basis 

.tn { f. Gb } 
I b 7r (I-p..rr 

which gives the same effects of L , G, D and T on the secondary creep rate 

as deduCed originally by Chang. 

As might be expected the trends predicted by the dipole recovery-model a~e 

almost the same, as those suggested by recovery due to climb from piled-up arrays 

of edge dislocations. The significant issue is that it devia.tesfrom reality 

more drastically than the piled-up array model in predicting that the creep rate 

increases slightly less rapidly than L 4, in lieu of 7 4. 5 and in contrast 

with about 1: 5 usuallY obtained experimentally. On the other hand the dipole 

recqvery model seems to be based on much more acceptable assumpti'ons regarding 

substructural details. As pointed out by' Chang, however, a w,eakness of the dipole 

moqel seems to center about the tacit assumption that the dipoles are the 

\.'-
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eff,ective features of the substructure t,hat hinder creep desJ?ite their short-

range stress fields, Of course, during steadr~state creep tt ~s necessary that 

every substructural detail also be in the steady state, Conse~uently it should 

be possible at least in principle, to develop a theory for the mechanical behavior 

'during high-temperature steady,statecreep in terms of recovery of anyone of 

t~.e several significant substructural details, 'It is also interesting to note 

'that the pre-exponential term in the creep rate might be expected to increase 

with decreasing stacking-fault energy,at least for such dipoles as might be 

produced by multiple cross-slip. 

5. "Nabarr6-Bardeen-HerriIig Creep. 

Recently N~b~ro(79) proposed a theory for high_temperature ,creep as a result 

of climb of dislocations from Bardeen-Herring sources. It is not in competition 

with the previously discussed recovery plus glide theories but rather deals with 

a parallel mechanism somewhat analogous to the Herring"",Nabarro creep in poly-

cryst!3-1line aggregates insofar as the mass transfer arises from vacancy fluxes. 

It differs from 'the Herring-Nabarro model since'thevacancyflux arises between 

climbing Bardeen-Herritig sources of opposite signs. For this mechanism Nabarro 

estimates a h:tgh-temperature creep rate given by 

Db-r/ 

A possible example of NBH creep :~creep is noted in the high-temperature 

low-stress, creep of high purity Al reported by Harper' and Dorn (16).. For 

'stresses less than about 30 psi at 920oK, Al exhibited no initial straining and 
'~ 

no large primary stage but entered into steady-state creep almost ilIlIll.ediately. 
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Simultaneously there was a rapid reduction in grain-boundary f?hearing, Whereas 

above 30 psi the creep rate depended on a hig~ power of the s,tress (about n~ 4.5 L 

the creep rate seemed to De linear with stress lip to about 10 psi in the low stress 

range. Although it was evident that a new mechanism was involved, the activation 

energy for creep was e~ual to that for self~diffusion over the lower as well as 

the higher stress range. Furthermore the secondary creep rate was over three 

orders of magnitude greater than expected from the Nabarro-Herring mechanism 

for polycrystalline metals. A review of these data suggests that the creep rate 

over the low stress range increases as aoout the third power of the stress. At 

a shear stress of 't = 1;.4 X 105 dynes/cm
2 

the calculated cre,ep 

the NEH model is '1.5 X 10-8 per second whereas the experimentally 

rate oased on 

determined 

value (which could well be slightly high because of the incidence or 13ome:glidel 

was 1.2 X 10-7 per second. The agreement between these data and the NBH model 

appears to be reasonably good. 
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c. Reflections o~ the Climb Process in Creep 

The most significant single fact about high-temperature creep is 

'that its activation energy is in excellent agreement with that for self 

diffusion. Although it is possible to account for this fact in terms of 

special thermally-activated mechanisms, it is much more likely that the 

controlling mechanisms are diffusion-limited • 

. qurrent analysis based on the motion of jogged screw dislocations 

indicate that this model is not easily adjusted to agree well with all 

of the mechanical facts. A major reason for disqualifying this model, 

however, arises from recently reported observations that in one otherwise 

typical example (53), most of the dislocations within the subgrains and 

in the subgrain boundaries are in edge orientation. This fact strongly 

supports the suggestion, first made by weertman(70 ), that dynamic recovery 

by climb of edge dis'locations is the most probable rate-controlling mechanism 

for high temperature creep. 

The excellent agreement between the activation energy for creep and 

for self diffusion further indicates that bulk diffusion of vacancies to 

or f;rom dislocations is the slowest step in the climb process., It has not 

yet been established theoretically why this should be the rate-limiting step 

for the climb of dislocations during creep. 
..--

Early theoretical considerations suggested that the emission and absorp-

tion of vacancies during climb was facile only at jogs .along a dislocation 

'. line. During climb, however, existing jogs are continuously eliminated. 

Jog production is not the rate-controlling step during climb-coritrolled 

creep.' This means that either: 1) the vacancies are emitted or absorbed at 

all atomic sites along the core of an edge dislocation, not only at jog 
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sites, or else 2) vacancies are emitted and absorbed only at jogs, and the 

rate of production of these jogs during creep is at least as rapid as the 

rate at which they are eliminated. 

The first suggestion has received little theoretical consideration to date. 

It will not be considered further here but should be considered as a possibility, 

since it is in accord with experimental observations on creep. The implications 

of the second suggestion will be examined in some detail. 

There are several features of diffusion-controlled climb which should be 

considered when vacancy emission and a.bsorption occurs only at jogs: If the rate 

of diffusion of vacancies along dislocation cores is approximately the same as 

for diffusion in the bulk lattice, vacancy flow occurs only to or from jogs. This 

correspond~to the case of "emission-controlled" climb which is discussed by 

FriedeJ,(78). The climb rate is directly proportional to the density of jogs c. 
J 

present on the c.limbing dislocation. During steady-state creep this density is 

maintained at a' constant level by formation of new jogs to replace thos~ destroyed 

by climb. 

It was once suggested that jogs were nucleated thermalJ,y and that c.~e -(Uj+Uc)!kT. 
J 

In this event, however, the activation energy for creep should have equalled that 

for self diffusion plus the jog and constriction energies, Uj + Uc' If emission

controlled climb is the rate-controlling mechanism in creep, jogs must be produced 

athermally. 

The suggestion has been made that jogs are produced mechanically as a 

resuit of intersec~ion'of glide dislocations with screw dislocations. Although 

(80) this concept had' some support in the observation that eu and 

Ag ~o not ,polygonize unless they are deformed concurrently, it is unlikely 
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that during slow creep intersection can produce a jog formation rate which 

is as large as that of the destruction rate. Thus, this suggestion too 

must be discarded. 

Several other ways have been suggested by which jogs can be placed 

athermally on a dislocation line. It was shown by DeWit(81) and by 

weertman(82) that in a stressed crystal any straight dislocation is in 

unstable equilibrium and there is no energy barrier to prevent it from 

assuming the shape of a helix, provided that diffusion processes can occur. 

A dislocation in a helical form obviously contains a density of geometrical 

jogs. i Hence an athermal concentration of jogs can be obtained on any 

dislocation line in a stressed crystal. ~is process is more difficult in 

metalS of low stacking-fault energy, for as Weertman pointed out it is 

difficult for a widely extended dislocation to assume a helical form. 

Lethe (83) suggested another mechanism where the nucleation of great 

superl3aturations of jogs at sharp, constricted dislocation bends may provide 

the necessary ,jogs. At sharp bends, the reduction in line energy upon 

the formation of a jog may be so great that a jog begins to form as soon as 

a vacancy jumps to the bend.. In fcc metals crOSS-Slip past barriers cannot 

go on indefinitely unless the edge components left behind are removed by 

climb. The edge components left behind in cross-slip will always end at 

bends of the type required for nucleation. It is not known whether 

these processes can produce jogs with the rapidity needed to maintain 
, ' 

. dlffus;ion-controUed kinetics during creep. 

The obserVation that the activation energy for creep equals that for 

self diffusion ,means that, for emission-controlled climb, jog nucleation 

, and motion must not require constriction of the jog as earlier theory 
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suggested. Severai mechanisms for direct nucleation of an extended 

double jog which do not require constriction of a dislocation have been 

pro;osed both by Thomson and Balluffi (84) and by EScaig(8;5) •. Available 
',. 

experimental 'evidence does not suggest any means of distingUishing between 

the various possibilities of double jog nucleation on extended dislocations, 

andenergycalculatiohs are difficult to perform because the critical 

nucleus is of the order of core dimensions. Hirth and Lothe(86) have 

proposed a mechanism whereby extended jogs can climb directly by the ab-

sorption of a vaaancy w'ithout prior constriction. The mechanism is 

applicable to the climb of extended superjpgs .... provided that a multiple 

number of vacancies is absqrbed before the entire superjog advances by one 

interatomic distance. Thus it appears possible that extended dislocations 

can climb without prior constriction. 

The preceding sh0Y's that emission-controlled climb cannot possibly 

be the rate-controlling process during creep unless jogs are produced 
therm&l~y-activated 

athermally, without" constriction, and at a rate not slow'er than their removal 

by climb. Theoretical mechanisms which meet the first<two of these require-

ments have been proposed. Further consideration must be given to kinetics 

of jog prodhction before it can be established theoretically that emission

controlled climb is a possible mechanism for high-temperature creep. 

It now seems likely that vacancies can be absorbed or emitted from 

the core of a climbing dislocation at positions other than jogs, even if 

the actual creation or destruction of the vacancies occurs only at the jogs. 

When vacancy core diffusion is rapid in comparison to bulk diffusion, 

the quasi-equilibrium level of vacancies that is maintained at a jog by 

climb stresses can also be maintained along portions of the core near 

the jogs.. If core diffusivity is sufficiently high, the quasi-equilibriuni 

... 
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conoentration can be maintained along the whole of the dislocation and 

the eondition of "saturation" that is discussed by Lothe(83) is achieved .. 

This condition corresponds to the situation in vacancy-absorption climb 

where the average impinging vacancy is able to travel far along the 

dislocation line so that it is destroyed at 'a jog before jumping off. In 

vacancy-emission climb it corresponds to the case where vacancies that 

". are created at jogs have sufficient mobility along the core to make vacancy 

emission equally probable at all sites along the dislocation. 

When bulk diffusion of vacancies is rate-controlling, the fastest 

rate of dislocation climb is achieved when the dislocation is saturated, 

and the slowest rate of climb achieved when emsslon or absorption occurs 

only at jogs (the emission....controlled case). Intermediate rates of climb 

are obtained when neither condition is completely fulfilled. Which case 

is actually achieved during high-temperature creep depends upon the relative 

magnitudes of vacancy corediffusivity and jog spacing along the core. 

Thomson and Balluffi(84) have considered this problem in the context 

of climb of an unconstrained pure edge dislocation in a crystal which is 

supersaturated with vacahcies. This case is not exactly the same situation 

as that encounteredduribg creep but many of the results should still be 

applicable. In the case· considered by Thomson and Balluffi vacancy flow 

arises bec,ause 'of a gradient in vacancy chemical potential between jogs 

on edg€ dislocatio.ns and the rest of the lattice. At jogs the vacancy 

. concentration is maintained at its equilibrium level, 'While other regions 

of the crystal are supersaturated. During creep the situation is reversed. 

The 'bulk lattice contains an equilibrium concentration of vacancies(87), 
C1 n 
xx while at jogs the concentration is enhanced by e kT ,where C1xx is the 



net climb stress which acts on the dislocation at the jog. When the climb 

rate is diffusion-controlled, however, these two cases are analogous since 

the flux of vacancies to the dislocation depends only on the gradient of 

the vacancy' chemical potential and not on its ,absoiute vaiue. 

The critical parameters in the model of Thomson and Balluffi are 

the average spacing betWeen jogs,. i j , and the average distance, a vacancy 

-1 travels along the core before jumping off, a • This latter parameter 

is, of course, proportional to the rate of core diffusivlty. The model 

shows that when ai. < 3 the condition of vacancy saturation is achieved J _ 

along the entire dislocation line~ As long as this condition is satisfied, 

it does not matter whether the process of jog formation is thermally ac-

tivated, the activation energy for climb will be simply that for self-

diffusion. 

When ai. > 3 the climb rate is considerably more difficult to, calculate. ' 
J 

Only a portion of the dislocation line is saturated so that not all vacan-

cies which diffuse to the dislocation will be absorbed,and not all portions 

of' the dislocation can emit vacancies. The climb rate will depend upon 

the ,concentration of jogs along the core of a dislocation.in a manner 

analogous to the case of emission-controlled climb (for which ai j is 

infinite). For climb under these conditions to yield an, activation energy 

equal to that of self-diffusion, jogs must be prQducedathermally, without 

thermally-activated constriction, and at a. rate not slowe,r than their 

rem::)Val by climb. ,It is necessary to consider whether this third condition 

can be achieved during creep before dislocation climb can be considered as a 

possible rate-controlling mechanism for creep when ai. >' 3. This problem 
J 

has not yet been solved theoretically. 

,~' 
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Seidman and BallUffi(88,,89) have investigai>ed how well the condition 

of saturation is fulfilled for dislocation climb in the presence of 

vacancy supersaturations which are rroduced by quenching. Their results 

are most easily expressed in terms of the efficiency of dislocation climb. 

This quantity is defined as the ratio of the observed climb rate to that 

calculated for diffusion-controlled climb of saturated dislocations. They 

. s.tudied the rate of generation of vacancies in temperature-pulsed pure 

metals where the vacancy source structure was known. From a knowledge of 

various source densities (e.g., dislocation density~ subgrain size and 

grain 'size), the maximum possible generation rates at each of the possible 

sources were calculated and then compared with experiments. Their results 

revealed that in the presence of both large and moderate vacancy super

saturations dislocations climb with an efficiency of from 0 .. 1 to 1.O~ even 

in Ibw-stacking-fault-energy gold. Thus, in quenching experiments, at 

least, the· condition of saturation is often, achieved experimentally. 

There are no experimental results available which yield direct estimates 

of the climb efficiency of dislocations during hi gh ... t empe rat ure creep. 

The results of Seidman and Balluffi are applicable to creep only if the pro

cess of jog f'orlilation is the same in both cases, and there is no a priori 

reason for believing this should be tIme. On the other hand, these are 

the only existing measurements of dislocation climb efficiency under any 

conditions, so that it may well be that climbing dislocations are. saturated 

with vacancies during creep. Certainly the equivalence between activ~tion 

energies for creep and self diffusion suggests that this is the case. 
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weertman(90 ) has made the suggestion that the degree of saturation 

of vacancies along dislocat~ons might depend upon the width of extended 

dislocations. If the rate of core diffusion for a widely dissociated 

dislocation is sufficiently slow, the condition of saturation is not likely 

to be achieved. The climb rate will then be decreased below that possible 

under saturation. This· could provide an explanation for the difference 

in creep rates in fcc metals with stacking-fault energy which was discussed 

previously. 

The critical assumption in this proposal is that diffusion of vacan-

cies along extended dislocations is slow in comparison to bulk diff'u~ion. 

Recent tracer diffusion studies of Baker, Wutting, and Birnbaum(9l ) 

clearly show, however, that core diffusion is very rapid in comparison 

to bulk diffisuion, even in a 4C!{o Ni-6CJ% Co aUoy where the dislocati. ons 

are separated by approximately 15 atomic distances. The activation energy 

for core diffusion in the alloy is less than half of that of. bulk diffusion, 

so that the rate of core diffusion is several orders of magnitude greater 

than for. bulk diffusion. Earlier observations on enhanced diffusion in 

Ag(92 ) suggested the same result, but in these experiments it was not so 

evident that the enhanced diffusivity developed solely from core diffusion 

along extended di~locations. It now seems that undersaturation of extended 

dislocations cannot arise from a low rate of cgre diffusion. An explana-

tionfor the apparent effe,ct of stacking-fault energy on steady-state creep ," 

rates must be so~ght elsewhere .. 

stacking fault energy may conceivable influence the length of path 

over which dislocations must climb during creep, and so affect the average 

rate of climb. Its influence may lie in its effects on other details of 

OJ ... 
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the substructure develeped during creep. This preblem has net received 

nearly as much experimental and theeretical attentien as it deserves. 

Other featuresef substructure certainly influence high-temperature 

. creep behavior. The creep rates ef metals are highly sensitive to. the 

. substructural changes that take place. Such effects seem to. be reasenably 

censistent; different metals exhib it similar sub structural details fer 
; 

steady-state creep at identical values ef (JIG. The fermulation ef any 

realistic theery must at least consider if net predict these significant 

features in erder to. arrive at an. approp:ri'ate.descriptien ofhlgl1-temperature 

creep. 

~ : 
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VI. SUMMARY .. ( 

Despite the substanti::al progres~ that lia~ Xleem m.ade in unravelj:ng 

the nature bf creep of m.etals at li:.tglL~tem.p~aturef;l (above about one~half 

of the melting tem.peraturel m.a.t1¥' significant details yet require clarification •. 

The folloWing generalizations are now fairly well establislied: 

1. The apparent activation energies for higlL.,,~temperature creep of metals and 

dilute solid solutions are independent of the creep strain and insensitive 

to the applied stress; they are in close agreement witnthe activation 

energies for self-diffusion. The agreement becomes even better when the 

temperature dependence of modulus is taken into account and the true enthalpy 

of activation of creep is estimated. 

2~ The changes in the creep rate with time under constant conditions of the 

independent variables of stress and temperature are reflections of 

substruct1falchanges that accompany creep; such substructilral changes are 

insens~tive to the temperature and depend almost exclusively on the time 

and the stress divided by the modulus of elasticity. 

3. Under steady-state creep the significant substructural details remain constant. 

More creep resistant subst~uctures are produced by higher stresses, Thus 

the steady-state creep rate depends not only on the stress but also on the 

steady-state substructure produced in the test metal by that stress. 

4. Although many exceptions are known, the secondary creep rate usually 

increases with approximately the fifth power of the stress. Attempts 

to separate the structural effects from the instantaneous stress effect:., 

have not been conclusive. 

,-
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5. Attempts to present a unified picture ot: high..-temj?erature creep have been 

made difficult by, the et:tects' of otner factors sucn as modulus.~. grain size ? 

sub grain size and stack.ing~ault energies. Perhaps the :most significant of 

these is tne modulus effect which can be incorporated into the analysis 

on a quasi-theoretical basis, In this way a more universal comparison of 

the secondary, creep rates of different metals can be realized, Nevertheless, 

even when this is done, the secondary creep rates yet differ from metal to 

metal by several orders of magnitude due to tne effects, of otner factors. 

6. . Although early investigations suggested that grain size effects may be 

large, the more recent evidence suggests that they are small. 

7. Recent experimental evidence suggests tnat the creep rate increases with 

an increase in the stacking-fault energy. 

8. Although the subgrain size ,decreases. with increasing ratios of stress to 

mod~lus it may also depend upon the stacking-fault energies or other 

factors. .Its eff.ect on the creep rate nas- not yet 15een isnlated. 

9. No theoretical models for primary creep have yet been announced due 

urido;;'btedly to the complexity of the problem. 

10. Two major types of models have been suggested for the somewhat simpler 

case of steady-state creep, namely the motion of jogged screw dislocations 

and the climb of edge dislocations. The screw dislocation models suffer 

from various handicaps and require major repairs in order to account 

correctly for the activation energies and stress laws that are obtained. 

, Some climb models appear to be able to account more readily for the 

observed activation energies and stress laws for creep. Many of the 

ass~ptions on which they were based, however, are now questionable. None 
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take into consideration the possible effects of jog energies· or stacking-

fault energies on the rate of; cltnJ,b1 The ea,rli~Il!.odel:t, desp:i:te. their 

virtues, aSS'UID.ed the presence of 1?iled~up arrays ot edge dislocations ~ 

Such arrays are unstabie under conditions where clmo can take place and 

would disperse. In fact, no such. arrays are seen in electron micrographs 

of crept 'metals. Other assumptions involving fixed n~oers of Frank.,.Read 

sources regardless of the stress level, etc., are alsodi'sconcerting. 

11. Several approaches to· a better understanding of high.,.temperature creep 

might be suggested: 

a) More complete empi.rical data'Q%l' the creep beha'dor of metals having 

different moduli, different stacking.,..fault energies, etc., to provide 

an acceptable correlation of their creep rates, i. e., a single universal 

relationship. 

b) A more thorough investigation on the substructures that are developed 

with specific emphasis on their significance to creep mechanisms. 

c) :The eventual building of more realistic models for creep including 
primary as well as steady-state creep. 

\ 

,.. 
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3. Effect of the magnetic transformation on the self diffusivity in a-Fe. 

(After Sher1:iy and Burke(13J 1• 

4. Effect of the magnetic transformation on the steady-state creep rate 

in a - Fe. (After Sherby and Burke (13) ) . 

. 5. Effect of stress on the steady-state creep rates of fcc polycrystalline 

metals. 

6; Effect of stress on the steady-state creep rates of bcc polycrystalline 
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7. Effect of stress on the steady-state creep rates of hcp polycrystalline 

metals. 

8. Possible effect of stacking-fault energy on the steady':""state creep 

rales of fcc polycrystalline metals. 

9. Influence of creep stress on the dislocation deni::ity developed within 
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" (a ref,ers to Eq. 11). 
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